1st Workshop on Mass Spectrometry in Life Sciences

Where?  Faculty of Science, Chemistry Department, Horvatovac 102a, Zagreb

When?  24th – 26th November 2022

Plenary lecturers

Prof. Boris Maček,
Proteome Center Tübingen, Eberhard Karl University of Tübingen, Germany

Prof. Richard Burchmore,
Glasgow Polyomics, University of Glasgow, UK

Topics

• Shotgun proteomics
• Quantitative proteomics
• Phosphoproteomics
• Metabolomics
• Mass spectrometry in glycobiology

• Mass spectrometry in biomedicine, translational and veterinary medicine
• Mass spectrometry in pharmaceutical research, industry and quality control
• Data processing, interpretation and visualisation
• Emerging trends and technologies in MS

For registration and more information visit: https://msworkshop.chem.pmf.hr/

Contact us: proteomics@pmf.unizg.hr
1st Workshop on Mass Spectrometry in Life Sciences

Organising committee

Marko Močibob, PMF, Zagreb – Chair
Richard Burchmore, University of Glasgow, Glasgow
Morana Dulić, PMF, Zagreb
Anita Horvatić, PBF, Zagreb
Ruđer Novak, MEF, Zagreb
Marija Pranjić, PMF, Zagreb
Maja Šemanjski Čurković, Lek Pharmaceuticals d.d., Ljubljana

Registration fees

- PhD students, postdocs and early career researchers: 250 HRK (33.18 €)
- Scientists from academic institutions: 350 HRK (46.45 €)
- Industry: 500 HRK (66.36 €)

Applications online

Last Date: 17th Nov 2022

For registration and more information visit: https://msworkshop.chem.pmf.hr/

Contact us: proteomics@pmf.unizg.hr